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Introduction
Sandys Fantasies is the first solo girl site published by world class videographer Denys Defrancesco.
The site features crisp high-definition pictorials and video sets focusing in on the superlative beauty of
his blonde muse Sandy and all of her gorgeous girlfriends. This site lives right on the border between
sex and art making it well worth taking a closer look at the tour.

Adult Review
Sandys Fantasies is a site starring a stunning blonde glamor model who displays a rare combination of innocent charm and
fiery sexual cravings. When she is in a solo scene she does some of her best work because masturbation allows her to release
all of her energy on herself without having to split her concentration by focusing on someone else's pleasure as well. 
  
  Sandy is really a fantastic solo performer and some of her scenes with her female friends are fantastic as well but she tends
to shy away from male penetration content which is a shame because TheTongue would have like to see her getting jammed
hard by a thick cock too! Still, she does get her holes popped by plenty of toys and tongues so it isn't difficult to see why she
is so popular!
  
  Along with Sandy, the site also gives you a lot of extra action starring some of her favorite female friends and their costars
as well. A lot of those scenes feature a playmate of Sandy's getting drilled by a guy with top quality camera work that really
shows you all the steamy action a raw and instinctual way. Some sites with beautiful models make the mistake of
"over-producing" their videos with camera tricks and fancy lighting, Sandys Fantasies stays focused on the action instead and
the results are exceptionally good!
  
  The interface of the Sandys Fantasies site is the weakest link of the website. Updates are sorted by month without any search
feature which means a lot of extra clicks to find the scene you are looking for and if you find a performer you like, you have
to click around to see if she is in any other scenes as well.
  
  Along with the high quality video updates come 1000s of pictures in 2000x1303 resolution that are truly magazine quality
images. These still frames are suitable for screen-savers, desktop wallpaper, slide-shows or printing as hard copy collectors
edition images. It may sound hard to believe but some of these pictures are even hotter than the movies that accompany them!
  
  As further proof that the site producers believe their content is worth keeping, your initial sign-up costs $29.95 for the first
month but every month after that is only $24.95 if you remain a loyal member. Updating several times a week, and dropping
in price after the first month, makes Sandys Fantasies a website well worth your time and attention. Take a look at the tour
and see for yourself!

Porn Summary
Sandys Fantasies features a gorgeous solo model who does some truly top-shelf masturbation and lesbian scenes along with
plenty of her friends performing in full hardcore action clips. All filmed by a magazine quality photographer with a keep eye
for erotic detail.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Magazine quality pictorials and high-def videos of women pretty enough to be in mainstream.'
Quality: 93  Updates: 90 Exclusive: 92 Interface: 76
Support: 90 Unique: 84    Taste: 88        Final: 88

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.
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Porn Niches
Blondes, Exclusive, Glamour, HD, Natural, PornStars, Solo

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Daily Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 132
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